and those underpinning the institutions governing the way we live. 4 These films imply that we necessarily experience our environs as ordered according to the dictates of Renaissance perspective, with the drawbacks this entails-strict delimitations between top and bottom, inside and outside. 5 The view of things, procedures, and people is often static and thus photographic, with the camera positioned vis-à-vis a central vanishing point to provide orientation.
Geyrhalter's strongly vectorial cinema-with its vanishing points, horizon lines, and perpendicular movement along the frontal plane-draws attention to specific buildings and particular borders. Unser täglich Brot (Our Daily Bread, 2005) thematizes the food industry in Europe, from chicken farms to tomato greenhouses and abattoirs. Abendland (Occident, 2011) represents the outer perimeter of the European Union in relation to the European parliament and the various temples of pleasure in the West. Donauspital-SMZ Ost (Danube Hospital-SMZ East, 2012) highlights our "corridic" modernity as it homes in on the medical-industrial complex. 6 Homo Sapiens (2016) archives the deserted places left behind from atomic contamination, the collapse of communism, and the regression of the welfare state; only the sounds of swaying grasses, chirping birds, and blowing winds suffuse the abandoned sites. Geyrhalter's other works are somewhat less structured in their framing, and some have dialogue on the sound track. In his documentaries on the year after the Dayton Agreement in Bosnia (Das Jahr nach Dayton/The Year after Dayton, 1997) , the aftereffects of the nuclear meltdown in Chernobyl (Pripyat, 1999) , indigenous ways of life (Elsewhere, 2001) , a declining village (Über die Jahre/Over the Years, 2015) , and the building of a border fence (Die bauliche Maßnahme/The Border Fence, 2018), Geyrhalter, as both director and cameraman, occasionally engages in verbal give-and-take with the people before the lens. These films share his oeuvre's focus on underlying continuities (work, social bonds, environmental degradation, xenophobia) when seen against the rapacious passage of time.
In what follows, I examine Geyrhalter's singular use of what I term "partitive images" to bring into focus the ephemeral character of everything. The world as we think we know it is always on the verge of disappearing in his films, but it is not an apocalyptic dystopia that emerges. It turns out that we never 4. Many of his films were made with the same editor, Wolfgang Widrich; the Geyrhalter look is also a result of this teamwork (Geyrhalter, "' Den Bildern den richtigen Atem geben,'" 129).
5. Renaissance space is associated with the loss of a cosmological worldview, as well as with homogeneous and isotropic spatial coordinates. See Waldenfels, "Topografie der Lebenswelt," esp. 69-73. 6. On the architectural and semantic importance of corridors in modernity, see Jarzombek, "Corridor Spaces," 728-70. Films of Nikolaus Geyrhalter really knew this world at all: defining the "Occident" or "Abendland" is as impossible as showing "our daily bread" or the state of the human species. While the titles draw attention to the concepts' philosophical, theological, and cultural coding with a totalizing gesture, the films themselves avoid any appropriation and instrumentalization. 7 They create a kind of narrative coherence via their serial montage of structurally similar images, on which no omniscient narrator comments. 8 With shots of long duration, Geyrhalter's works slow down the experience of time and present the impermanence of everything on the planet-of architecture, of humans, of animals-as a comforting aspect rather than a terrifying one. 9
Affiliations
Geyrhalter has been seen in the context of an Austrian flourishing of film during the last twenty-five years, following the emergence of Michael Haneke and Ulrich Seidl as internationally recognized directors with a distinct style. 10 Barbara Pichler, head of the Austrian film festival Diagonale from 2008 to 2015, has argued that certain stylistic peculiarities characterize the cinema of this period-at least the one that became globally recognizable as "New Austrian Cinema." For Pichler, the directors share an "awareness of common aesthetic enemies" in popular entertainment films and info TV, a "distinct attitude of auteurism," an "anchor [ing . . .] in the complexities of everyday life," a "chill as a kind of leitmotif," and a lack of "security and positive role models." 11 Tentatively, she proposes that there is an "ethical or moral core" to many noteworthy films, which distinguish themselves through their "precise framing," "deliberate pace," "sparse use of dialogue," and "authoritative mode of narration." 12 In Pichler's view, these filmmakers take aesthetic risks to reveal the 7. Geyrhalter has spoken of Schlagworte, "slogans" or "catchphrases," providing a guiding thread in his search for images ("'Den Bildern den richtigen Atem geben,'" 130). On the title "Abendland" and its resonances, see Henkel, "Watching the Night," 453. 8. Henkel links the structural similarity among Geyrhalter's images to Lev Manovich's "paradigmatic inventories," arguing that narrative causality is less important than the large image archive (the database or data set) for the assembly of the film ("Watching the Night," 451-52). 9. Geyrhalter's coproducer, Michael Kitzberger, has spoken of an "Entdeckung der Langsamkeit" and a "sinnliches Zeit-Erfahren" (see Schiefer, "Elsewhere, " 142 11. Pichler, discussing the diversity of the Austrian film scene, draws these conclusions with significant reservations ("Construction, . She devoted a special focus to Geyrhalter during her last Diagonale in 2015.
12. Pichler, "Construction, " 268. complexity of images and their fraught verisimilitude; for them, "cinema by all means has to be dangerous!" 13 In addition to Haneke and Seidl, she is writing about Ruth Mader, Anja Salomonowitz, Marcus J. Carney, and especially Geyrhalter. One could add to the list Jessica Hausner, Markus Schleinzer, and, with qualifications, Götz Spielmann. This body of work emphasizes a Haneke-inspired construction of visually mediated reality, which erases the conditions making it possible. These films show us that any "reality effect" is always only that-an effect. 14 I would also argue that these works employ a Seidl-like photographic framing of (perverse, authoritarian, racist) society, which seeks to control its explosive drives through Catholic formalities-that is, Catholic in the ritualistic rather than religious sense. Geyrhalter's works borrow from both the Haneke-and the Seidlinfluenced strains of contemporary Austrian cinema and explain his selfprofessed filiation with these directors of fictional features. 15 In Geyrhalter's filmic universe, the careful selection and stylization of the images always draw attention to representation itself-this brings him near the deceptive familiarity of mediated reality in Haneke's Code inconnu (Code Unknown, 2000) . 16 Geyrhalter's stark use of a central vanishing point and a photographic aesthetic, with its hybridization of fiction and documentary, 17 is close to Seidl's Tierische Liebe (Animal Love, 1995), Jesus, Du weißt (Jesus, You Know, 2003) , Im Keller (In the Basement, 2014), or Safari (2016). Geyrhalter's interest in photography as the bedrock of the singular film frame is a debt to Seidl he freely acknowledges, with whom he shares his autodidacticism. 18 The "rectitude" of the visuals and their manner of framing allow particularly fruitful comparisons between the two. 19 Geyrhalter's films, of course, are documentary films in the term's full complexity, 20 but his affiliation with his Austrian cohort in this regard is an 13. Pichler, "Construction," 279, 267. 14. Rebhandl, "Nicht anders möglich," 6-10. 15. See Geyrhalter's resistance to the label documentary in "Interview mit Nikolaus Geyrhalter," 10.
16. On the deceptive familiarity of visually mediated reality and the engagement with photography, see my book on Haneke, Trügerische Vertrautheit, esp. 1-11, 31-53. 17. Geyrhalter has spoken about his visual debt to Seidl, whose own work in recent years has foregrounded the photographic element of the Paradise trilogy . In the preface to a coffee- (2011) . 22 Geyrhalter's films, on the other hand, tend to be visually restrained and more static in nature, even when the themes are equally monumental, 23 with less opulent color and fewer sublime images of the environment. Background music, rapid cutting, close-ups, zooming, and panning are never employed. 24 Also, historical footage is not an element of the montage, for reasons that will become apparent in the discussion of Occident. 25 While Geyrhalter and Glawogger are both interested in labor, there are differences in scale: the latter tends to ferret out squalor, exploitation, and work-related financial and sexual needs of a larger magnitude. Geyrhalter's comparative minimalism arises not only from his photographic aesthetic, with its stilled camera, but also from his self-imposed creative constraints. In the service of tight emplotment and stark symmetries, he uses location or time (sometimes both) as a constant. 26 Making Elsewhere, he filmed twelve indigenous peoples for one month over the course of a year, offering a global panorama of disappearing cultures around the turn of the millen-21. Nikolaus Geyrhalter Filmproduktion (NGF) coproduced Boote's Alles unter Kontrolle (Everything under Control, 2015) .
22. This is the label Glawogger uses to distinguish his films from those who want to "explain the world." On Glawogger's work, see Cynthia Lucia's introduction to the interview "Some Friends You Have!," esp. 28-30, 32. 23. Henkel, "Watching the Night," 452; see also Hoad, "Austrian Cinema." 24. On Glawogger's use of lush color and film rather than digital video, see Rapold, "World of Troubled Beauty." 25. Workingman's Death (2005) briefly inserts Soviet film footage to show a clear connection between present and past exploitation as well as between Glawogger's heroicizing undertaking and Soviet depictions of the proletariat.
26. Tom Gunning speaks of minimalism in Unser täglich Brot's depiction of machines, which ascetically moves away from conventions of documentary films to revitalize the machine gaze of the early cinema of attractions ("Maschinen-Blick," 81). nium. Returning to the same textile mill and its workers for exactly one decade , his Over the Years offers a melancholy view of industrialism's decline in western Europe. In Danube Hospital various levels of the hospital complex are depicted over the course of a day. Like the blocky structure first shown from an elevated perspective, the camera then presents static images of rooms and hallways on different floors. 27 Geyrhalter's elongated mode of presentation with long takes and plan-séquences and his immobile camera elicit an illusory sense of permanence for his fleeting subjects.
Geyrhalter's paradoxical undertaking has certainly occasioned contradictory readings, with scholars tending to focus on his "authoritative mode of narration." 28 In an essay titled "Maschinen-Blick, Maschinen-Welt" ("Machine-Gaze, Machine-World") on Unser täglich Brot, Tom Gunning convincingly maintains that the film generates a fundamental ambivalence about the efficient machine world depicted. In Gunning's view, Unser täglich Brot erases borders between living organism and machine as it superimposes one onto the other, actualizing early cinema's fascination with making visible. 29 Chicks, for instance, move through the various stages of hatching, selection, culling, and immunization in clear succession. They are transported along conveyor belts and down chutes in a sequence of shots each thirty to sixty seconds in duration, but with little human intervention. The switching on of lights, the faint whir of machines, and repetitive, silent movements of the few women at different stages convey the imbrications of technology and industrialized pseudonature. The end of the film returns to these processes, with full-grown chickens sucked into vacuum hoses, reversing the movement from the beginning. Organic life is assimilated to the machine, and parturition and death resist the usual symbolization-chutes give birth and a canal leads to death. Geyrhalter's technological gaze penetrates a space that machines already dominate. 30 Motility is not attributed to animal life. Rather, machines move beings or, in the case of the camera, the machine moves over them (e.g., the cows on the semicircular conveyor for milking, shown from an aerial perspective). Furthermore, the space has been ordered according to a master plan ( fig. 1) , where the privileging of a central vanishing point is part of the total regulation of the environment. 31 27. The NGF website speaks of an "ausgeklügelt funktionierende[s] Setzkastenprinzip" (ingeniously functioning concept of a shadowbox) (see the description at www.geyrhalterfilm.com/jart/prj3/geyrhalter /main.jart?rel=en&reserve-mode=active&content-id=1497604516536&film_id=1300783969651).
28. Pichler, "Construction," 274-75. 29. Gunning, "Maschinen-Blick," 76. 30. Gunning, "Maschinen-Blick," 81. 31. Gunning, "Maschinen-Blick," 82.
The represented procedures reach a limit at the empty point of convergence in the middle of each frame. The parallel lines heading toward it imply that nothing can escape or be located outside of what is shown. The workers, in the exact middle of the image, avoid the camera and are not accorded any special status due to their location. Indeed, this may be Geyrhalter's greatest formal achievement: humans in the center of the frame do not dominate it in any way.
In subordinating the experience of space to mathematical parameters, Geyrhalter's film evinces a scientific habitus of studied impartiality and neutral curiosity about the agricultural sector. As viewers, we equate the abstracting, dispassionate qualities of the film's style with an unbiased but privileged camera, located in a space an ordinary observer could not be. 32 Unser täglich Brot, using the rhetoric of objectivity, 33 is engaged in an experiment, recording information about a range of crops or types of animals. The studied neutrality of the camera becomes evident in the distance it generally preserves from the person, animal, or plant. Medium and long shots predominate, and a wide-angle lens allows more of the scene to be included in the individual image. The film begins with a man pressure-washing a spotless cement floor as he walks up and down two rows of suspended and skinned animal carcasses that draw the eye to the central vanishing point. The room's bloodlessness correlates to the camera's foregrounded neutrality, which clinically "presents" what is before it-neither Sinclair-nor Wiseman-inspired meat-processing plants in Geyrhalter's film. 34 Where the food industry in Unser täglich Brot suspends the laws of nature, the camera suspends partiality and polemics. To give another example: in the sequence following the title credit, with the de rigueur neutral white font on a black background, neither rainfall nor sunlight is required for crops to grow. A mechanized platform splashes water on the lush plants from above.
In lieu of human arms there are rubber hoses. In lieu of an opinionated filmmaker directing the camera's movements (or an editor cutting the sequences so as to move us to a mental synthesis), we have the balanced approach of a practitioner beholden to a world conceived in modern scientific terms. 35 As in the controlled conditions of a laboratory-for Unser täglich Brot's growing fields or insemination plants are labs-the images are subject to repeatability and hence verifiability. In contradistinction to other advocacy films made at the same time about the food industry, 36 the regulative ideal of a medium in the service of rigid protocols is evident. Photography and filmmaking in this documentary vein, based on a high degree of technical skill, promises noninterference ( fig. 2 ). 37 The complex technologies of food production have not receded from view, as some have argued. 38 Instead, they have not been captured on camera and thus have never before emerged into general visibility. 39 Making visible, Unser täglich Brot estranges but does not explain: an eerie luminosity bathes the windowless greenhouse in an emerald glow. The ingenuity and tech-34. In Frederick Wiseman's Meat (1976), we see the same steps in the feeding and slaughter of livestock, and some of Geyrhalter's sequences (especially of the workers among carcasses) cite Wiseman. However, the men in Wiseman's slaughterhouse wade through blood and innards, and Meat is intent on presenting the many personalities involved in the transactions from start to finish. This individualization is at odds with Geyrhalter's undertaking in Unser täglich Brot.
35. Hughes writes: "The positioning of the camera for optimal viewing creates a restful, accepting relationship between the audience and the objects of contemplation, minimizing the possibility of an interpretation equating camera position with the feeling of the filmmakers towards their subject" ("Arguments without Words," 361 nological savvy of the filmmaker in choosing unusual images are comparable to those of the engineers and scientists who designed the processes being shown. 40 The director exhibits them for inspection. His camera's distance mimes the scientists' observational, nonjudgmental attitude-but also their occasional fascination with the procedure itself and the undiscovered. Of course, there are still moments of horror: the film employs a visual shorthand to suggest mass death made possible through total objectification. 41 The cramped transport of animals in stock cars and the elimination of unwanted chicks provoke moral outrage or profound incredulousness. 42 The film's allusions to an animal holocaust are those instances when Geyrhalter most clearly departs from purported objectivity, as Alice Kuzniar has pointedly argued. 43 In drawing on a visual collective memory, the director momentarily indicts the very stance he has used, which subjugates the living organism 40. Geyrhalter provides a high level of technical detail in his interviews and refers often to sight lines and perspective. See, for instance, his discussion with Karin Schiefer about Elsewhere (Filmgespräche, esp. 139) or with Alejandro Bachmann, "'Den Bildern den richtigen Atem geben,'" 128-29. 41. Gunning sees the horrific emerge from the cognitive dissonance of witnessing the interplay of the living and the mechanical ("Maschinen-Blick," 75). Kuzniar argues that the film's aesthetic falls prey to an "industrial sublime" ("Nikolaus Geyrhalter's Unser täglich Brot, 69). 42. Dargis, "What's for Dinner?." 43. Kuzniar, "Nikolaus Geyrhalter's Unser täglich Brot." not only to scientific standards but also to the standardized dictates of capitalist efficiency. 44 In most cases, the phlegmatic attitude of the quiet workers, eating the cheap meat they have helped produce, appears as the logical outgrowth of the dehumanizing processes depicted. The woman who throws up her hands in shock at having dropped a chick on the floor, only to fling it in a basket the next second, acts in an irrational manner in relation to the rationalizing practice at hand. Her gesture of dismay betrays an untimely-and ultimately welcomehuman element in the total process of which she is a part and of which we see only excerpts. The film's fragmenting force implies that it is impossible to follow all the stages in turn as it scrambles their order or reveals only selections. Watching Unser täglich Brot, we feel that we have emerged into a time divorced from what has come before-a perspective of the "post" that Homo Sapiens continues. An unmanned transporter moves across the horizontal axis in the foreground while we stare along a vertical axis into the far distance, with rails drawing our eyes to the empty vanishing point. The transporter's machine rhythm overlays the hushed murmur of disembodied human voices from offscreen. This is a posthuman epoch in which there are no buyers for the food that machines produce on their own. With reference to the plane sequence in Alfred Hitchcock's North by Northwest (1959) or the workers marching to and fro in Fritz Lang's Metropolis (1927), the film seems to situate itself at an intersection of dramatic genres and to allow a fictionalizing element to enter into the documentary mode in which it otherwise works ( fig. 3 ). However, these citations no longer have the function of continuing a lineage, even if only by negation. Rather, a chasm separates the past from the present. Land cultivation here does not have historical residues. Nothing links these products to an agrarian substratum in which human activity was embedded. After the worker with the power washer, the white-on-black credits appear, with the sound of pressurized water acting as a bridge to the next scene showing crop irrigation. Even the artists' names are swept up in the technological process; machinic noise swallows them. The sound does not dislocate our experience of the ordered world portrayed. According to an additive logic, it reinforces the camera's technological bias. The film's tonal aspect has not yet received sustained attention, but I would argue that the machine sounds mixed with human voices (even when no people are in the frame) suggest a melding of fleshmachine, underlining the imbrications of technology and humans.
Making Visible
In this regard, Occident becomes typical for Geyrhalter's larger body of work: his films gravitate toward highly sophisticated processes that raise the questions of decipherability and, in the end, representability. This is also the case for the medical processes in the Sozialmedizinisches Zentrum Ost, a large hospital on the northern edge of Vienna, and for the particle accelerator at CERN as it is depicted in his 2013 film by that name. His camera turns its technological gaze into part of the central process under observation 45 -and gestures to the limitations of an observational habitus in a game of technological maximization. Exemplary is the beginning of Occident, which starts with a slightly high-angle shot of a camera emerging from the roof of a van. Despite the darkness, Cartesian coordinates predominate: the greenish-black expanse of perfectly mowed lawn with parallel tire tracks, the rectangular black camera on 45. See Gunning: "Statt sich an den Ereignissen vor der Kamera oder den Bedürfnissen der Zuschauer auszurichten, wird uns nie erlaubt, zu vergessen, dass all dies durch eine Kamera sichtbar wird. Dabei entsteht aber kein ästhetisierter, selbst-reflexiver Film, vielmehr erzeugt der Film eine Übereinstimmung zwischen der Apparatur, durch die wir blicken, und den Maschinen und Apparaturen, die wir sehen" (Instead of taking its cue from what is happening in front of the camera or adapting to the expectations of the viewers, the camera never allows us to forget that it makes everything visible. But this does not make for an aestheticized, self-reflexive film; rather, it creates a correspondence between the machine through which we look and the machines which we see) ("Maschinen-Blick," 82). its black leg emerging from a rectilinear opening and embedded in a triangular metallic surface, the horizon line punctuated by a few circular lights. The camera begins to rotate, staring head-on at the viewer as well as the filmmaker, whose camera and body are reflected in the black lens. Then, after a slight pause, the camera angles down to peruse the ground. This anthropomorphic moment suggests the camera's independence from human control but also is self-reflexive about technological one-upmanship. 46 We see the guard in the van, commenting on "something warm"-a rabbit-that his infrared camera has captured (the credits at the end inform us that this is the Ukrainian-Slovak border). Like the filmmaker himself, the guard tries to bring into focus the blurry. The grainy image on his computer, however, undermines his statement that "die Sicht ist heute gut" (the visibility is good today). The guard's white viewfinder on his screen, showing his lens's field of view, doubles Geyrhalter's (empty) center in this frame. "Aber da ist niemand" (But there is no one there), the guard continues. His little empty box scours the grainy horizon line on the computer screen, panning and zooming. Finally, in a mise-en-abîme structure, the guard's viewfinder spots another border patrol, presumably also outfitted with a camera. But before doing so, he has drawn our attention to the construction of perspective and the search for a missing center. 47 The embedded techniques of observation on display in Occident form a continuum, an outgrowth of a way of looking at the world that believes in making totally visible, and Geyrhalter in this work does not exempt himself from this drive toward visibilization. The film foregrounds the belief system underpinning an exponential growth in recording devices, evident at borders, in closed-circuit control studios and television newsrooms alike. In these places, live footage is considered equivalent to the truth and the map coextensive with the territory. Geyrhalter's film, operating on a metareflexive level, shows that the map is structurally similar to the territory but that changes in scale make it impossible to draw conclusions when moving from one to the other. The film proceeds from surveillance at the outer perimeters of fortress Europe to the control room filled with screens (a CCTV station in London; fig. 4 ). However, it ends with a lone guard driving along a razor fence in Melilla, an autonomous Spanish city in Morocco. The "Occident" registers the centrifugal pull of these modes of seeing, but no definitive conclusions can be drawn. We are left with 46. Henkel has discussed the opening scene from a different perspective, linking it to surveillant narration and the Weimar Querschnittfilm ("Watching the Night," esp. 449-53).
47. The logo for NGF shows the white corners of such a viewfinder, underlining the importance of careful framing and perspective. The viewfinder brings into focus the acronym NGF in white, flanked by a single white figure depicted against a horizon line with mountains. the cameraman/director observing the solitary man without a camera in the brightness of an artificially created day. 48 The effort to get at a big topic-be it high-tech medicine, the food industry, the surveillance state, cutting-edge physics-occasions Geyrhalter's partitive image. Rather than venture a definition of the grand, loaded terms in a film's title, many sequences linger on the parts, whose relationship to the whole can only be approximated from the perspective of one possessing an insider's knowledge, but not even then. In the filmic grammar Geyrhalter establishes, such images function like genitive constructions, indicating that what is shown belongs to some overarching concept. But problems of scaling make it difficult to logically relate the singular image to other, similar ones. The titles, as Bert Rebhandl has argued, operate as a kind of clasp or clip holding together these disparate segments, which are linked through the editing. According to Rebhandl, "Die Montage [zielt] auf eine allmähliche Erstellung dieses Ganzen . . . , auch wenn sie in sich durchaus komplex und retardierend sein kann, und am Ende das Ganze auch als so heterogen erscheinen kann, dass es kaum noch ein Ganzes ist" (The montage [strives] to gradually generate the whole . . . , even when it is in itself quite complex and has a retarding effect, and in the end the whole can seem so heterogeneous that it is hardly still a whole). 49 Moving between carefully crafted tableaux that present a big picture 48. Only the no-man's-land between wall and fence is illuminated in Melilla. 49. Rebhandl, "Reich der Mitte," 105. and the margins of events, Geyrhalter's films enjoin us to think about our necessarily simplifying abstractions when we move between parts. 50 Sometimes the filmmaker reveals the partial within the register of the long shot and the long take, the established filmic methods for portraying wholeness or completeness. Although the camera's raised vantage point, the frames' linear perspective, and symmetrical compositions often suggest an overarching standpoint of total control and omniscience, some images' fractional nature-revealing an unknown, weird aspect-escapes this control. 51 Despite the concerted focus on a major subject, the camera repeatedly drifts to the sidelines to divulge the many peripheral aspects that escape political appropriation, sociocultural populism, or, in the case of CERN, visibilization. It swerves to concentrate on the automated transporters moving like giant bugs through the basement hallways in Danube Hospital, the munching North African workers on break in Unser täglich Brot, the medical teams outside the tents at the Oktoberfest, or the showering pornographic actors in Occident. The family lives of participating scientists or the bicycle transports within CERN are at least as important as the ostensibly more impressive experiments that scientists describe in front of the camera. The partitive images divulge an estranging excerpt removed from media clichés such as those on Sky TV in Occident. They offer a remainder: what comes after linguistic fragmentation and attests to untranslatabilityboth aspects thematized in different sequences of that film. In such cases, we are forced to privilege the atmospheric over scientific explanation, the qualitative over the quantitative. 52 These tensions between making visible and interpreting such information lead to paradoxical constellations, which Geyrhalter's film CERN tries to navigate. When cinema draws near the neutral habitus of scientific observation in regard to contemporary science, film is put in an impossible position. In this respect, Geyrhalter's own photographic mode of filmmaking can be seen in relation to developments in photography. As Robin Kelsey and Blake Stimson argue, photography has always been engaged in a dialogue with science and its 50. Rebhandl, "Reich der Mitte," 105. 51. In regard to the desire for total surveillance, Occident takes leave of its neutrality: Geyrhalter shows nothing that can be decoded as a threat, which would justify such large-scale observation. The "zone" in Melilla is quiet, as the sole border guard reports on his nightly foray in the final segment, just as the eastern European van driver spotted only a rabbit through his infrared camera in the first. In London people sit on benches-engaged in heated debates.
52. See Nichols's description of the "expository" mode, certain elements of which fit Geyrhalter's style well. Others belong to a more "poetic," modernist mode (Introduction to Documentary, 116-25); see Cathrin Pichler's Benjamin-inflected discussion of the perception of space in photographs in "Inside-Insight." Films of Nikolaus Geyrhalter parameters. It once promised a mechanical form of objectivity as a "regulative ideal." It seemed to guarantee that the "laboratory archive" could be insulated from the "predilections of human subjectivity." 53 Referring to Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison's work on objectivity, Kelsey and Stimson see the facticity of early photography vouchsafed by a "scientific comportment that harnessed photography to rigid protocols of specimen detachment and display." 54 Geyrhalter's manner of filming is also keen on drawing close to the techniques of observation that scientific inquiry originally codified-but with subject matter it has since left behind. The director's camera pulls alongside complex questions devoted to "the infinitesimal, the mathematical, the systemic, and the remote," only to reveal its limited ability to visualize such topics. 55 The invisible in the case of particle physics becomes the testing ground for Geyrhalter's digital cinema, which itself is no longer bound to any photochemical residue and has moved beyond the objectivity once associated with analog artifacts like films or photographs. The complicated processes at CERN are not illustrated to make them understandable. Rather, physicists stand in front of suspended plastic sheets, through which their environs are vaguely discernible. The film shifts from linear to atmospheric perspective, where depth is indicated through color changes and increased blurriness. When the intricacy of contemporary science is at issue, Geyrhalter reduces innovative photographic means to an absolute minimum-the film's own technique of observation suggests that the "world's largest and most complex scientific instruments [used in] the study of the basic constituents of matter" (pace the CERN website) are incommensurate with cinematic portrayal. 56 Instead, the film reaches into Renaissance painting's bag of optical tricks. The interview segments with scientists have dual vanishing points. There is one for the space and one for the persons within the rectilinear coordinates. As a result, the dialogues with the silent director (whose queries can be surmised only from their answers) evince a kind of exotropia sometimes associated with Leonardo's Mona Lisa (fig. 5 ). The scientists seem to be speaking to the camera, yet not; they are in the center of the frame but not quite. Individualization and personalization become the manner in which the abstract processes surrounding matter and antimatter are grasped, but even this falls short. Furthermore, the scientists' names and designations of their experiments take on explanatory authority, 57 as if written words necessarily had to supplement the static images of the monumental Hadron Collider and the spoken explanations. The program notes accompanying the broadcast of CERN on ARD in 2014 inadvertently reveal the quandary confronting Geyrhalter's film. Attempting to make visible the "most powerful research apparatus" in the world-which is itself trying to make visible the invisible parts of the universe-the film falls prey to the "complex and meticulously working institution" that wants to make the map coextensive with the territory. The film CERN can call into question the drive toward total visibility only by recourse to extravisual means and adapting intermedial techniques. 58
Serial Ruins
Homo Sapiens from 2016 can be seen as a kind of culmination of Geyrhalter's oeuvre, bringing together many of the ongoing concerns from earlier works 57. See Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 123. 58. See the ambivalent ARD notes: "Anhand von Interviews mit den Mitarbeitern wird die Organisation Cern in ihrer gesamten Dimension greifbar: ein Einblick in eine komplexe und akribisch arbeitende Institution, die als Spiegelbild für unsere wissbegierige Gesellschaft gesehen werden kann, in der es im Prinzip keinen Platz mehr für Unerklärliches gibt" (Through interviews with employees the whole organization of CERN can be grasped: we get a glimpse into a complex, meticulously working institution that mirrors our inquisitive society, where there is actually no room for inexplicable phenomena) (programm.ard.de, "Cern"). and moving his filmic grammar toward another limit case. It projects a fascination with construction and constructedness onto a time after humans, one that simultaneously belongs to the now. 59 The radiation and environmental damage from the 1986 nuclear catastrophe at Chernobyl, which is the subject of his 16mm film Pripyat (1999) and his TV documentary Temelín (2002), for instance, 60 is picked up in the Homo Sapiens sequences of desolate Fukushima after the disaster from 2011, when a tsunami set off a nuclear meltdown at the local power plant. The fall of the Soviet Union, the backdrop in Pripyat, corresponds to the decaying socialist realist murals of Buzludzha Monument in Bulgaria in the 2016 work. The neonatal intensive unit in Graz from Occident complements the empty birthing room in Homo Sapiens. The Dresden crematorium from Occident finds its echo in the ovens and ash buckets of Homo Sapiens. The pulsing rave scene in Occident stands as a precursor to the deserted discotheque in Homo Sapiens, with its charred lights, disco ball, and keyboards. The repeated scenes of soldiers policing watery borders in Angeschwemmt (Washed Ashore, 1994) prefigure Homo Sapiens' perforce borderless world. 61 The 2016 film presents a world in which border patrols, whose validity was always questionable, have become obsolete. In the wake of environmental disaster, no national or supranational boundaries are worth defending.
While Occident gives a list of the places under observation in the closing credits and CERN supplements image with word, Homo Sapiens foreswears any verbal crutch and returns to the photographic aesthetic central to Geyrhalter. During the ninety-four-minute film, composed entirely of static images in quiet succession, viewers are moved through abandoned sites across the globe. 62 Each of the over one hundred long shots is held for twenty to thirty seconds, and ten seconds of blackness separates segments. Internet sleuthing 59. The press kit for Homo Sapiens places this film in the context of Geyrhalter's earlier works, only to note its departure from their spaces ("Handlungs-Spiel-Räume"). The précis implies that Homo Sapiens marks a temporal departure, using a "poetisch-essayistischen Weg" (poetic essayistic manner) to ask questions about human finitude and the spaces after man's end (Homo Sapiens Presseheft, 8) .
60. Temelín-ein Dorf in Südböhmen (Temelín-a Village in South Bohemia) was directed by Geyrhalter, Wolfgang Widerhofer, and Markus Glaser and shown on Austrian television (ORF). It was an intervention in the political discourse of the time, when Jörg Haider's Austrian Freedom Party led a drive for a referendum against the nuclear reactor on the Austrian-Czech border.
61. The futility of guarding a huge river is abundantly clear in the 1994 film: a disarmingly small soldier scans a dam's massive parapet wall, young soldiers roll up barbed wire on an embankment, and two in camouflage patrol the misty waters. It becomes the topic of his most recent documentary, Die bauliche Maßnahme (2018). 62. A fascination with ruin and detritus already characterized Angeschwemmt.
is required to figure out that these are "lost places" such as Villa Epecuén, an Argentinian spa town that reemerged after the saltwater flooding it in 1985 receded, a disused slate mine that became a car dump in Ceredigion, Wales, or Hashima Island near Nagasaki Peninsula. I recognize the New Jersey Jet Star roller coaster left behind after Hurricane Sandy.
Since there are no intertitles, no dialogue, and no humans, viewers are forced to scan the long shot for visual information linking the singular sequence to the overarching theme of the ironic title: the remnants of sapient man attest to his lack of prescience. 63 Humans' architectonic presence emphasizes their organic absence, which is why reviewers have called Homo Sapiens "documentary science fiction," a retrospective look back after total extinction. 64 Just as the particles' collision in the Hadron Collider at CERN cannot be directly observed but only distinguished in their traces captured on hightech screens, Homo Sapiens offers a stylized view of public spaces that have already been abandoned. Signs in different languages reveal the changes in setting, as do different architectural forms. Geyrhalter's public sites, linked less through similarity in shape than through purpose, include centers of entertainment (theaters, cinemas, pools, bars, discos), habitation (row houses, apartment buildings), religion (Buddhist temples, Christian churches), medicine (hospitals, asylums), and commerce (shopping centers, stores, main streets). As viewers, we quickly understand that these partitive images belong to specific histories of destruction-we imagine that the catastrophe that befell the theaters is not the same as the one that led to the desertion of a Japanese town. We recognize that the socialist realist mosaics belong to an ideological history alien to or different from that of the sites of consumerism. The theaters in some cases seem distinctly eastern European, the cinemas English or American, a "theatre" as opposed to a "theater." The use of frontal shots with a central vanishing point creates a gentle visual rhythm and again calls attention to the empty center. The occasional cut from a closer camera position to another from a distance, with a raised vantage point, suggests the observational habitus I described above. The big picture seems to augment the fine grain of the individual image, but changes in scale make logical connections hard to discern.
However, an encompassing natural resurrection definitively links these histories of destruction. While artifacts decay, nature reclaims what was once 63. The press kit to Homo Sapiens speaks of "eine Ode an das Mensch-Sein, betrachtet aus einem möglichen retrospektiven Szenario" (an ode to being human considered from a possible retrospective scenario) (Homo Sapiens Presseheft, 3).
64. See Homo Sapiens Presseheft, esp. 6-7. a part of it. In front of a box store called MY PLAZA, bags of potting soil burst their contents, with weeds encroaching on the former denatured order. Materials connoting permanence also decay. The cement walls of the cooling towers are green with moss, as are a safe's underground walls. Estimating the extent of nature's "mission-creep" becomes a way to meld the circular time of the seasons with the linear time of human chronology. I, for one, try to guess from the overgrowth how much time has elapsed since a place's abandonment. It helps me ascertain whether the site's failure is due to communism's end (the arena with socialist realist mosaics), atomic catastrophe (the lush plants in Fukushima), or the failure of hyperindustrialization (hulking Hashima, left behind in 1974 when the local mine was shuttered). However, unfamiliarity with the flora impedes this guesswork. Encroaching nature, with its engulfing vines and mossy surfaces, ultimately subordinates human measurements of time to nature's cycles ( fig. 6 ). This subordination of human to nature creates the illusion that nature will somehow undo our environmental malfeasance; this is the source of the film's solace as Geyrhalter himself has described it. 65 But the fact that nature can be captured within the same rectilinear coordinates that humans have supplied gives pause. Despite the flora and fauna in the images-palm trees, toads, pigeons, seagulls-the filmic world seems more Figure 6 . An overgrown bar in Homo Sapiens (2016). © Nikolaus Geyrhalter Filmproduktion.
65. See Geyrhalter, "Interview mit Nikolaus Geyrhalter, " esp. 13. anchored in the three-dimensional representations of the past than in some topological space of the future.
Serial Pneumacosms
Into this overwhelming history of destruction and regeneration, the photography of architecture inserts itself as an organizing element. Helen Hughes has compared Geyrhalter's interest in the agricultural structures in Unser täglich Brot to Bernd Becher and Hilla Becher's photographic images of agrarianindustrial structures in the Ruhr Valley and the American Midwest. She likens the Bechers' catalog of functional architectures to Geyrhalter's images adapted to the functionality of industry. 66 In her view, the use both of slow tracking to explore the connection between the site and the process and of manipulated color helps create a kind of spatial clarity. 67 This comparison requires elucidation to assess both the specifically photographic role of architecture and the ephemerality it evokes in Homo Sapiens. In the Bechers' pictures from the early 1960s on of framework houses, pithead towers, blast furnaces, lime kilns, mine headframes, and grain elevators, they sought to produce typologies of buildings previously not considered worthy of artistic interest. 68 Their concern was to document distinct constructions produced during the late industrial phase in the West, creating an encyclopedic catalog of anonymous "Wegwerfarchitekturen" (throw-away architectures). 69 In groupings of black-and-white photos taken with a plate camera, the Bechers attempted a complete objectification of photographic practice. No subjectivity-according to the Bechers' stated intent-was to intervene between the architectural structure captured and the lens. 70 They considered the choice of angle, the elision of the surrounding countryside, and the camera type insignificant authorial expressions. The thing represented, in its temporal precariousness, was the main factor for them. Paradoxically, their attempt to reach a "zero degree" of artistic practice spawned, as many have noted, a specific Becher look and a Becher School, perpetuating the images' rhetoric with their "gestus of the sovereign gaze as a measure of quality." 71 As James Lingwood writes about the Bechers' works: "Each building or structure has been photographed in as clear, as frontal, and as apparently unmediated a form as possible. Each seems to present itself directly to the camera, so that the character of each building is as clearly delineated as possible." For him, the documentary effect of the Bechers' images, so artful as to appear entirely artless, thus arises from a New Objectivity aesthetic, a cool, controlled, and detached gaze that forswears the reauratization of the object. 72 Their photographic style, "arising out of a rigorous set of procedural rules," is committed to a form of representation that purports to be free from ideology. It neither heroicizes nor laments the industrial structures grouped together. 73 The desire to document "nomadic" structures threatened with obsolescence matches Geyrhalter's attempt to objectively record the traces of a perpetually vanishing object world. 74 In assaying a historical documentation of the disappearing industrial architecture of the Ruhr region and then of Europe and the United States, the Bechers suggest the encompassing argument that Geyrhalter's film Homo Sapiens makes: fundamental shifts in the human environment, evidenced by specific structures, are playing out across wide swaths of the globe and are beyond containment, even if the reasons for these developments are opaque. The similarities are based only on the characteristic of having been forsaken. 75 A few other parallels between the Bechers and Geyrhalter can be discerned. In both cases, the structures are anonymous in origin (none require the signature of an architect for the creation of meaning or value); they can be grouped according to formal characteristics that are not nationally bound; the buildings have a stand-alone aesthetic quality as well as a quality emanating from their belonging to a homologous set. When hung together, the Bechers' photos elicit the roaming gaze of a film viewer, scanning the series quickly. 76 Inversely, Geyrhalter's long shots and long takes hark back to the static qualities of photos. The Bechers were perhaps reacting to a postwar perception of identity loss related to the glut of photographic imagery; thus they fore-71. Polte, Klasse Bilder, 211. 72. Lingwood, "Weight of Time, [73] [74] grounded the mechanical, nonindividual qualities of photographic reproduction. Geyrhalter's images, citing the Bechers' conventions of serial typologies, react to the millennial perception that there is only an already mediated world accessible via images. His method intimates that slowing down their pace makes them speak differently and reveals their mediating function. 77 Geyrhalter's structures elicit a sense of regularity not only because they are visually captured within linear perspective but also because the auditory track provides continuity and a sense of aliveness. Sound bridges the separations that the caesuras or cuts between locations imply and enlivens the "thrownaway architectures." The wind blows, grasses and leaves rustle, insects buzz, songbirds chirp, crows squawk, gulls screech. An elemental soundscape is artificially created, with sound designer Peter Kutin creating a sound track from archival material and separately recorded sounds (the film also uses the new Dolby Atmos sound system, with its three-dimensional, immersive, and "moving audio" capabilities). 78 The vacant constructions profit from this atmospheric revitalization. Through flapping aluminum blinds, window frames creaking open, and gusts scattering files and X-rays, the buildings themselves are endowed with a sense of animation. Geyrhalter and his sound designers draw on the metaphorical horizon of pneuma-as breath, spirit, and air associated with a life-giving force since classical antiquity-to prevent the typological series from falling prey to the usual dystopia-disaster-extinction scenarios. They refer to a historical lineage regarding pneumatic architecture, mobilizing its revolutionary associations.
Pneumatic or inflatable architecture has regularly been linked to protest against the status quo in the post-1945 period, although its origins lie in military purposes for the US Army during World War II. For Roger Dent, undertaking a survey in 1971 of the engineering feats made possible through pressurized construction, the new structures have many advantages: they are light, cheap, easy to transport, and quickly erected. They forcefully intervene in existing architectural conceptions relying on mass, solidity, and permanence. 79 The pressurized constructions with air, used as radomes in West Germany, as exhibition pavilions for the Atomic Energy Commission, or as artistic interventions in the public sphere, were widely embraced for their practicality as well as 77. On the comparison between the Bechers' positivistic relationship to the reproduction of reality and other photographers' thematization of permanent mediation, see Polte, Klasse Bilder, 62. 78 . 7) .
In the many permutations on pneumatic spaces by Haus-Rucker-Co, founded in 1967, the round structures become filtration systems, oxygen tanks, psychedelic labs, and rooftop oases. 83 They include pneumatic bubbles or "pneumacosms" as appendages on high-rises, bulbous excrescences covering bridges, and psychedelic helmets. These architects, sculptors, and theorists have all been canonized with museum retrospectives, university professorships, and media coverage in Austria, where Geyrhalter lives and works. Interestingly, however, only the audiovisual helmets actually take leave of Renaissance space to suggest topological inversions between inside and outside. Largely, the bulbous plastic structures in city centers subverted the rectilinear grids of modernism from within, via circular designs. The fantasy underpinning these Austrian pneumatic architectures is one of total flexibility and candid engagement with the outside. 84 This architecture dematerializes an urban fabric subject to top-down urban planning and class stratification. They embrace the transitory nature of architecture-experienced in the vast destruction of World War II and then during the centrifugal dissolution of urban centers toward the peripheries in the late 1950s and the 1960s. They literalize metaphors of urban revivification and especially of artificial respiration; they celebrate the ephemeral. Coop Himmelb(l)au, in the text "In the Beginning Was the City" (1968), proclaims the "pulsating heart" and, more 82. In 1968, to cite just one example, Coop Himmelb(l)au, the artistic pseudonym for Wolf Prix and his partners, formulated the desideratum to create "Architektur mit Phantasie, leicht und veränderbar wie Wolken" (architecture with imagination, as buoyant and variable as clouds). Prix, with Helmut Swiczinsky and Michael Holzer, sought to construct via "changes in volume" and using the "building material air and dynamics"-hence the name Himmelb(l)au, in some of the group's self-presentations, bringing together the Romantic color blue/"blau" with building/"bau" by way of a playful parenthesis. See Coop Himmelb(l)au, "Untitled," (184) See also the texts collected in Coop Himmelb(l)au, Get Off of My Cloud, esp. 150-65.
83. Haus-Rucker-Co was founded by Laurids Ortner, Günther Zamp Kelp, and Klaus Pinter. See the many Haus-Rucker-Co projects, including the "Pneumacosm" , "Cover: Überleben in verschmutzter Umwelt" (1971), "Rooftop Oasis Structures" (1971-73), and the "O2 Reservat" (1972), compiled in Porsch, Austrian Phenomenon, 406. 84. This fascination with impermanence is not the case for the French architects of the "inflatable" moment, such as Jean Aubert. In a statement in 1998, looking back at the 1968 Structure gonflables show at the Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Aubert argues that he and other architects wanted to control the transient nature and the mobility of these constructions while retaining their festive aspect ("Statement," 60-62). significant for my purposes, the "quick breath" of the city ("Die Stadt pulsiert wie ein Herz, die Stadt fliegt wie ein Atem") as the reason for these creations (see Coop Himmelb(l)au's Restless Sphere, 1971; fig. 8 ). 85 Geyrhalter himself has spoken about film giving pictures the proper pneuma, making them "breathe" by finding their ideal duration. In reflecting on his own modus operandi, he states: "Das ist . . . die große Kunst: den Bildern den richtigen Atem zu geben" (This is . . . true art: giving images the right breath). The breathing rhythm is thanks to invisible cuts in the fabric of the film: "Und wenn ein Schnitt dann so unscheinbar ist, dass man ihn gar nicht wahrnimmt, ist er wirk- 85. Coop Himmelb(l)au, "Am Anfang war die Stadt." lich gut gemacht" (And when a cut is so unremarkable that you don't even notice it, then it's really well done). 86 The images' staying power results from invisible editing that renders visible. Here duration lends durability.
Geyrhalter's Homo Sapiens revivifies the metaphors accruing around pneumatic space from the 1960s on. In the way in which an earlier generation of artists responded to the pessimistic discourse of urban decay and societal ossification, his film embraces the reenergizing impulse of air as a response to environmental crisis and the Anthropocene extinction. Many structures in Homo Sapiens are as simultaneously transient and alive as the plastic pneumacosms of the 1960s. The steel-reinforced concrete of Hashima Island becomes permeable. A metal vault bursts open, and the iron bars in a jail just rust away. Lichen cover a nuclear cooling tower, and sand dunes drift over houses made of cement. Geyrhalter's architectural images chronicle the moments of "dripping . . . , tiles flying off, windows rattling," which under normal circumstances would count as structural failure. 87 His film allows the buildings to shed their ideological rigidity and aesthetic affiliations in favor of a humanoid homeostasis. They live and breathe, shift and adapt. They transmute architectural failure into aesthetic success. If the early experiments in inflatability made possible new conceptualizations of the human-media, human-material, and human-human interface, the 2016 film does so as well. The breeze moves the rolls of unspooling paper across the floor of an empty mall, suggesting unknown later readers. A gust invigorates the chandeliers in the crumbling polyhedral church, a synecdochal sway that hints at a larger theological context. The world as depicted is not dead or void after the disappearance of humanity-the opposite is the case.
Geyrhalter's pneumatization might be seen as a permutation on the temporal structure inherent in the work of other architectural neo-avant-gardes of the post-1945 period. Had Alison Smithson and Peter Smithson of the English Independent Group defined the "as found" as a response to cataclysm, Geyrhalter works with the "as found" and the "to be found." The processes' independence from human control in Unser täglich Brot is brought to its final conclusion in Homo Sapiens. As the Smithsons write:
Setting ourselves the task of rethinking architecture in the early 1950s, we meant by the "as found" not only adjacent buildings but all those marks that constitute remembrancers in a place that are to be read through finding out 86. Geyrhalter, "'Den Bildern den richtigen Atem geben,'" 129. 87. The English theoretician associated with the Independent Group, Reyner Banham, writes on the tendency of low-pressure air-supported architecture to behave like a living organism versus conventional architecture in "Monumental Wind-Bags," 33.
how the existing built fabric of the place had come to be as it was. . . . As soon as architecture begins to be thought about its ideogram should be so touched by the "as found" as to make it specific-to-place. 88 In the immediate postwar period, the Smithsons argue, a sensitivity to the ordinary remainders became a way to spur the "inventive activity" of architects. The "as found" takes into account the wholesale transformation of society due to technology and the dawning of "acquisitive society" while being mindful of what came before. 89 Geyrhalter's Homo Sapiens turns a benign camera on the "remembrancers" of an era that has seemingly ended. Working with existent structures, his camera develops the "as found," transforming it through a fictive soundscape and methodical framing. However, it does so to ultimately eschew site specificity. By returning to the rotunda from the opening and calling to mind the basic shapes of architecture (circles, rectangles) and elemental sounds of nature (wind, water) Homo Sapiens moves toward another limit of architectural, photographic, and filmic representation. 90 Figure 9 . Buzludzha Monument in Homo Sapiens (2016). © Nikolaus Geyrhalter Filmproduktion.
88. Robbins, Independent Group, 201-2; the Smithson text is also reproduced in Steiner and Lux, Margherita Spillutini, 69. 89. Robbins, Independent Group, . For a suggestive reading of the representation of duration and atmosphere in a different context, see Strowick, "'Dumpfe Dauer, '" 195. The film ends with a snowstorm enveloping a round concrete structure that looks like an alien television station or radio transmitter. We are, in fact, again in Buzludzha Monument in Bulgaria, with which the film opens ( fig. 9 ). No more news from this lost world gets out; the cinema screen turns white before cutting to black. The whiteness is the last message: a visual emptiness. The vacant vanishing point that the film consistently thematized usurps the whole frame. But the screen also starts to register the traces of the digital on the newly created blankness. As effervescent swirls of snow engulf the station, the grain of the pixels becomes perceptible. The little boxes are visible in the cloudy white effusions, onto which the sounds of howling wind and gusting snow are superimposed. This is hardly the digital era's last gasp. Instead, we are reminded of the conditions for the possibility of Geyrhalter's particular archive, with its imagistic fragments of a lost totality that can never be reconstructed. This pixelated whiteness is the "page" on which his camera renders its pneumatic outlines of disappearance. 91 Fatima Naqvi teaches in the Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures at Yale University. 91. Geyrhalter has been using high-definition video digital recording-that is, has been working in digital filmmaking-since 2001; he has spoken of his desire for his films to have "archival value" (on the technological developments from 16mm to HDCAM and on, see "'Den Bildern den richtigen Atem geben, '" esp. 126-32) .
